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poet, Hardy had none of T. S. Eliot's severe screening of
personality or Donne's subtlety.
The similarity b'etween the technical "I" of the monologues
and Hardy is too striking to b~ merely coincidental. His "recognition of love as the supreme interest in life"13 and his abjuration of love in the poems mentioned leave one with the conviction that his personal experience lies behind these early love
poems.
13 Vere Collins, "The Love Poetry of Thomas Hardy," EssaY8 and Studies,
XXVIII (1942), 71.

THOMAS HARDY
By

IRENE COOPER WILLIS

[Editor's note: During the first years of World War I Miss Willis, recently
deceased literary executrix of Thomas Hardy, completed a 32-page typescript
on his life and ideas. Discouraged by the "uncertain times," she did not offer
it for publication to the British magazines but sent it for safekeeping (she had
been bombed out of one domicile) to the Colby College Library, wher,e it
has been on file in our special Hardy collection. Much of what Miss Willis
wrote then was in the nature of revelation. However, in the intervening years
other scholars have turned her materials into common knowledge. There are
still enough segments valuable for their insight or bias which merit publication. These are hereby pres,ented.]

HARDY died in 1928, his widow, the second
A Mrs. THOMAS
Hardy, published a two-volume Life of him. This
FTER

had been in preparation for many years, and those who were in
Mrs. Hardy's confidence knew that the greater part of it had
been written by Hardy himself. He had started to write it
soon after his second marriage in 1914; Mrs. Hardy typed it
and Hardy afterwards destroyed the manuscript in order to
conceal his authorship. He did not complete the work. The
record of the last years was compiled by Mrs. Hardy from
Hardy's diary notes and her own diary of the weeks before his
death.
The Life is on this account an interesting document, despite
being one of the n10St unrevealing of biographies. Hardy had
greatly objected to any suggestion of writing an autobiography
or any reminiscences, and it is stated several times in the Life
that he was not interested in himself. But he was evidently
sufficiently interested in himself to determine how far public
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interest in him should be satisfied, with the result that apart
from his career as a writer the Life tells very little. Indeed, it
is not much more than a large-scale enlargement of a biographical entry in a book of reference. It is exact as to dates and
particulars of the usual biographical events; it is careful to
record Hardy's numerous social engagements; but there is no
admission behind the scenes. Reading the chronicle without any
previous knowledge of Hardy, one might think that there were
no familiarities or intimacies in his life and no personal passions. Such letters of his as are quoted bring to mind what
Henry James said of Em~rson's: "They read like a series of
beautiful circulars."
Such an impression of course would be wrong. The Life
merely illustrates Hardy's extreme reserve in everything to do
with his emotions, a reserve intensified probably by the unhappiness which grew out of his first marriage and darkened the
best part of his life. He was naturally reticent. Only in poetry
could he give direct expression to his inmost feelings, and not
until he was wound up to poetic pitch could his heart speak.
Except, however, for certain poems showing acute personal
disillusionment, such as the beautiful "Shut out that Moon,"
Hardy was not vocal, as he would have said, to that unhappiness during the lifetime of his first wife, Emma, and had he
died before her, little beyond the fact that they were not happily
married would have been generally known. But Emma died,
suddenly, in 1912, and the shock of her death after years of
estrangement drew from him then and afterwards poems which
revealed a remorseful obsession with their shattered early love.
The poems written close upon her death were first published in
1914 in Satires of Circumstance; they were grouped under the
heading "Poems of 1912-13" and linked by the words "veteris
vestigia flammae" (the relics of the old flame).
Many other poems written in the same misery of spirit appeared scattered through later volumes of Hardy's poetry. There
are about seventy in all. They tell a story steeped in that sense
of the poignancy of the past which is peculiar to Hardy, or at
least by none more felt and conveyed than by him. The chief
notes of it strike home to most hearts, the starriness of first
love persisting after years of disillusionment, the longing toglimpse it again when it is too late. Hardy, old, lonely and remorseful - Emma's diaries found after her death had disclosed
wounds for which he reproached himself - went back over
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forty years to the days of their courtship on the cliffs by the
Cornish sea. He saw again, and never again lost sight of the
girl with bright hair, on the pony, whose living speech and ways
had so entranced him, a poor clerk with vague prospects, sent
to 8t. Juliot's to act as deputy for a Weymouth architect in
making plans for the restoration of the old church. The romantic neighborhood ("Lyonnesse" he called it in the poems),
Emma Gifford's charm, accomplishments, and social position,
the gentility of the Rectory where she was living with her sister
and parson brother-in-law, all combined to fascinate Hardy.
Though by no means the original Stephen Smith in A Pair of
Blue Eyes, in which novel the surroWldings of St. Juliot's are
depicted, he came from a humble home like Stephen's, and held,
as most people did in those days, either consciously or subconsciously, the same fearful regard for "class." Elfride in
the book is not exactly Emma as she was in 1870, though
probably the two were alike in appearance and ways.
The story apart from the beginning has nothing to do with
Hardy's love story, but it is nevertheless a biographical document of importance. It was not his first written novel; the
unpublished The Poor Man and the Lady was that, and Desperate Remedies was also written and published before A Pair
of Blue Eyes. In both these earlier books (judging the former
by the probable fragment of it printed privately by the second
Mrs. Hardy), as in later novels, The Hand of Ethelberta, The
Laodicean and Two on a Tower, and some early poems, Hardy's
preoccupation with a difference of social status b'etween lovers
is very marked. It does not seenl unlikely that Emma Gifford's
ecclesiastical connections and other social assets had as much
share as had her blue eyes in determining his fate; but that he
was in love with her and she with him is certain, and that the
course of their love until marriage and for a few years afterwards was smooth. Hardy's elegiac poems show that. Their love
had bitter consequences, but at the beginning it was so irresistible that Hardy broke off a sort of engagement that there had
been between him and a girl of his own village, and bestowed
upon Emma the ring intended originally for the discarded
maiden. The second Mrs. Hardy told me this and added that
Hardy used to wonder whether that rather stingy act had
brought him bad luck.

*

*

*
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When they first went to London, Emma was obviously devoted to him and his career. He was easily discouraged and
she used, therefore, to carry about a notebook in which she
jotted down all the praise of him that she heard, and she would
read it to him afterwards. Emma was a member of the Lyceum
Club and actively interested in women's suffrage. She was also
an ardent supporter of s,ocieties for the protection of animals
and for evangelical and protestant aims. She was not intellectually gifted, but she was decidedly an individual in a quaint way,
and very kindhearted, though vain. Evidently she was not
content to be just Thomas Hardy's wife. It is not easy to be
the wife of a famous husband, especially when he has risen
from humble beginnings. Emma's was the lot of those women
who cannot sink themselves in their husband's careers; Hardy's
was the fate of the husband who takes for granted that his
wife wants nothing but his success and discovers his mistake
when it is too late. Emma had be~n his standby in obscurity
and diffidence. It was she who had urged him to stick to writing and to giv~ up architecture, despite the delay to their marriage which taking such a course might have meant. She did
much copying of manuscript for him, took voluminous notes,
as he also did, of the books they read, and her diaries of their
honeymoon in Rouen and Paris and of a trip to Holland and
Germany in 1876 are full of details of hotel furniture and menus
as well as of sightseeing, evidently noted for the purpose of
"copy" for Hardy, and possibly used by him in describing a
continental tour in The Hand of Eithelberta.
As Hardy becanle famous, he was lionized. Surrounded by
the attentions of society WOOlen, possibly he came to see Emnla,
as compared to them no doubt she was, as rather foolish and
countrified. He was never unfaithful to her in the divorce court
sense of that word, nor, indeed, it should be said, was she ever
unfaithful to him; but when women ran after him his head may
have been a little turned and there is no doubt that his friendships with more than one of them were talked about. Emma
was wounded, jealous and scandalized. She had literary ambitions; Hardy did not take them seriously as he took those of
his women friends. She retaliated by claiming to have given
him some of the plots of his books. She grew bitter and queer
in her behavior to him, slighted him in public and complained
of his neglect of her. She paraded her social superiority and'
her relative the Archdeacon . . . . Husband and wife in the-
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same house lived apart. Emma withdrew to two of the attics
and had her meals taken upstairs. It was here that she died.
Hardy was staggered. Only a few months previously, he had
contemplated leaving Max Gate to escape from her chilling
presence. (The late Miss Kate Hardy, his sister, told me that
not long before Emma died Hardy asked her, one day, if he
could come and live with her at Talbothays.) Now Emma had
gone without a word. Looking at her cold and silent in death,
his hean smote him. "From her lonely husband with the old
affection," he wrote on the card attached to the funeral wreath.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

It would be a shallow view of Hardy that should trace all
the pain of his face and his writ~gs to his first unhappy marriage. He was not made to be a happy man. He was delicate
as a child, and at times melancholy to the point of wondering
whether life was worthwhile. The Life records his own recollection of this.
There were in Hardy odd contrasts between cultured and
primitive tastes. As a boy, he had witnessed two public executions at Dorchester Gaol, and a relish of the macabre was as
much a part of him as his humane thought, and underlay, or
so it seems, his constant zest for detecting the ironies of life.
A notebook of his, with jottings starting from 1867, shows his
disposition toward grisly events and dismal impressions. A
morbid note is in such entries as:
"May, 1870. A sweet face is a page of sadness to a man over
30 - the raw material of a corpse."
"Dec. 19, 1874. Long Ditton. Snow on graves. A superfluous piece of cynicism in Nature."
That he was prone to dejection appears from the following:
"1871. Jan. Dawn. Lying just after waking. The sad possibilities of the future are more vivid then than at any other time.
A man is no longer a hero in his own eyes; even the laughing
child may now have a foretaste of his manhood's glooms: the
man of the neglect and contumely which may wait upon his
old age. It is the supremely safe time for deciding upon money
ventures: no false hopes tempt one to run a dangerous risk.
In fact, as the man who acts upon what he resolved before
sleeping is the man of the most brilliant successes and disastrous failures, so the man who abides by what he thought
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at dawn is he who is found afterwards in the safe groove of
respectable mediocrity."
He wrote to Sir Edmund Gosse in 1887: "As to despondency
I have known the very depths of it. You would be quite shocked
if I were to tell you how many weeks and months in byegone
years I have gone to bed wishing never to see daylight again."
There is a diary note of his: "1869. Spring. One of those
evenings in the country which make the townsman feel '1 will
stay here until I die - I would, that is, if it were not for that
thousand pounds I want to make and that friend I want to envy
me.'" He was probably here referring to his own feelings.
He had been at Bockhampton for two years when he wrote it,
after five years of working in London. Shortly thereafter, he
resumed work with a Weymouth architect.
Why should he have been so despairing? Despondency in
ambitious young men is natural and Hardy was ambitious
despite his denials of this fact in the Life. But despair is another matter, and unhappy love is likely to have been the cause.
Lack of means and social position may have had a good deal
to do with that, as some of the early poems, as well as The
Poor Man and the Lady indicate. Class distinctions in those
days were absurdly emphasized, and it is obvious that Hardy
secreted a great deal of bitterness in his uphill struggle on that
account. He was hypersensitive about his social standing.

*

*

*

*

In the following entry from Hardy's notebook is to be seen
the influence of his mother's rather primitive fatalism upon
her son: "1870. Oct. 30. Mother's notion, and also mine; that
a figure stands in our van with arm uplifted, to knock us back
from any pleasant prospect we indulge in as possible." Such
a notion is still alive. Old-fashioned country folk still imagine
the Almighty as hovering in the bac.kground, waiting for an
opportunity to pounce. When the Titanic was sunk by an iceberg in 1912, an old woman in Kent remarked: "Ah, they builds
these big ships, and they thinks theys safe, but they forgets
as theres a God above as can sink any ship." A kindred superstition used to be enshrined in pictures in cottage bedrooms of
an All-seeing Eye. Whether or not there was such a picture in
the cottage at Higher Bockhampton where Hardy was born,
he was reared in the belief in a severe parental Deity; and when
he escaped from that belief and began to conceive of a God who
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was indifferent to humanity (and whose Eye was closed), he
must at first have felt a sense of deliverance. But the relief
evidently turned later to resentment. With most Victorian freethinkers the old theistic conceptions persisted under sup'erficial
emancipation. Hardy never cleared his mind of this notion of
a ruler of the universe, and he could not reconcile this notion
with the conception of that ruler's indifference to human sorrow
and suffering, above all to human virtue. Indifference, when
it is thought of as proceeding from a Deity, is bound to seem
hostile and cruel. It was this hangover from their past attitude
that made so many Victorian freethinkers miserable. They
were unable squarely to face a conc~ption of the Universe's
indifference to man's needs and desires, and to realize that it
means at least that the odds for man are even, that under such
an indifference there is as great a chance for men to be happy
as to be unhappy. The conception of even odds should be stimulating, not depressing, for, to the extent of that fair chance,
much can be done that has not yet been done, and with organized thought and action, most of the ills from which humanity
suffers could be avoided.
Hardy, like so nlany contemporaries, felt nothing of this
stimulus; he could only gibe at "the grinmess of the general
human situation," and portray life as "a thing to be put up
with." Though influenced by Swinburne, he could not reach
,the sublime gaiety of Swinburne's godlessness (which was
chiefly directed to shocking conventional religious ideas), and
his nlind stagnated in the conception of "purblind Doomsters"
indifferent to human fates. Apart from his writings, Hardy
was cheerful and enjoyed cheerful company. He once remarked
that he had never read Wulthering Heights because he had been
told that it was gloomy. In the notebook referred to previously,
there is this entry:
"1873. End of December. The originator of a depressing
mental view, mood, or idea, is less permanently affected by its
contemplation than are those who imbibe it from him at second
hand. Jeremiah probably retired to rest and slept soundly before the listeners to his fearful words closed their eyes, even
though the miseries he spoke of would affect him no less than
themselves."
It is pleasant to think of Hardy sleeping soundly, undisturbed
by his Jeremiads, once he had discharged them from his nlind'.
In the light of this note, and renlembering how indignant
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Hardy used to be when a "philosophy" of pessimism was attributed to him - in 1920 he wrote to a correspondent that it
was a misfortune for him that p'eople treated his "mood-dictated writing as a scientific theory" - his novels should be regarded as monunlental expressions of a mood rather than as
embodying a pessimistic line of thought. It was always, more
or less, the same mood, of revolt against human destiny determined by a malign Fate; there was little change in it, except
from grey to black, during the whole period of his career as
a novelist; that fact in itself is evidence of there having been
little speculative activity in Hardy's mind. Compare Hardy
with Shakespeare. Think of the range of Shakespeare's outlook, the continually shifting phases of it, from the lightheartedness of the early comedies, through the irony and criticism
of the plays of the middle period, to the pessimism which,
though it grows increasingly bitter in the great tragedies, yet
issues serenely at last. There is revealed a freely moving
thinker and artist, one who takes his audience through every
stage of his spiritual development, and so convinces them of the
naturalness and intelligibility of pessimism as a passing mood.
But with Hardy the mood tends to be of the nature of a fixed
idea; he discharges it again and again but it returns upon him.
It is traceable to various causes, his constitution and social
circumstances, his ill-luck in marriage, the tone and limitations
of contemporary thought. Besides, the choice of fiction as a
medium for his art, his mood having thereby to be cast into
dramatic form, was bound to make him exaggerate its features. The interference of an overruling Power in human affairs
can be dramatized; it can be shown as working for good or ill
from the point of view of the individual or the community.
But sheer indifference on the part of such a Power towards
human effort cannot be dramatized; there is no action to be
demonstrated, nothing to indicate the indifference. Hardy got
round that difficulty in The Dynwts by introducing a Chorus of
phantom Intelligences, who appeared in the Fore-Scene to announce, and some to deplore, the unconscious workings of the
"Immanent Will," and who reappeared, from time to time, to
remind the reader of this. But fiction does not allow of the
creation of such intermediary figures, and the only way in which
Hardy, as a novelist, could show the Will's "mindlessness of
earthly woes" was, first, to depict those woes, and then to represent them as brought about by that mindlessness in a nega-
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tive way, that is to say by the Will not intervening to prevent
them from happening. The effect of this method was to make
the Will seem deliberately adverse to human endeavor, as indeed it does seem to many people who are unfortunate. "He
that is not with me is against me" expresses their feelings towards a Power who does not care about them.

*

*

*

*

*

Hardy was a man divided against himself. His feelings and
habits could not tolerate what his mind conceived. He was
rooted in the ancient pieties. That there was no Deity who responded to worship, no Power to which man could appeal for
help, desolated his spirit, and he shuddered at such indifference.
In 1866 he wrote the poem "Hap," the last two lines of which
acknowledge that man has as equal a chance of blisses as of
pain, but it is an acknowledgement made bitterly, and from
the truth of it Hardy never drew any consolation. He seems
to have felt that it was an indignity that man's happiness or
unhappiness should depend upon chance. Man deserved, he
felt, that his fate should issue from due regard to his merits
and demerits. This is the kernel of Hardy's attitude. Good
fortune, when any of the characters in his novels do achieve it,
does not alter his indictment of the universe, and therefore he
does not emphasize it. On the other hand, he stresses the part
that misfortune plays in life because that strengthens his
indictment.
Even so, his case is not convincing. The misfortunes at
which Hardy points arise, some of them seemingly accidental
circumstances, but the most tragic of them, the tragedies of
Tess, Jude, and the mayor of Casterbridge, conle from faults
and weaknesses in human nature or social conventions, all within man's power to alter, and for allowing which, even a benevolent Deity need not be inlpugned, since it is conceivable that his
intentions might be that the individual should suffer in order
that the community, or the species, might eventually become
enlightened. Cosmic forces, such as the storm which overwhelmed Lear when he appealed from the cruelty of man to
the justice of Heaven, do not, as in King Lear, add the finishing
stroke. They are drawn, like Egdon Heath in The Return of the
Native, as a magnificent, somber background to the story of
man's petty desires. They are merely sylubols, not instruments,
of Nature's indifference. They do not wreak evil, or show
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themselves more cruel than man's own failings and the mesh
of man's casual ways. Hardy was too intelligent a man not
to have been able to see this. But his feelings, naturally, were
the inspiration of his writings, and it was his feelings which
gave a sinister twist to his expression of rationalism when he
began to write. At first, I doubt if the twist was deliberate;
that it became deliberate, I am sure. At first, it seems to have
come more or less unconsciously upon his emancipation from
orthodox religious belief in a benevolent Deity and in a world
made for man, the old, superstitious id~a of the Almighty as a
spoilsport (shown in the diary note above), then asserting itself
freely without hindrance from Christian doctrine.

*

*

*

*

*

The Life tells us that in London, aged about 25, Hardy considered going to Cambridge and into the Church, with a view
to combining being a country curate with writing poetry,
which writing did not seem to him to go well with being an
architect. But he gave up the idea, convinced, upon examination of his views, that he could not subscribe to Church dogmas;
which sequence of events shows that he was honest and scrup,ulous, but not that his beliefs mattered to him very much before
he began to examine them. The poem, "The Impercipient: At
a Cathedral Service," is not evidence that it cost Hardy a great
deal to abandon his faith. The aesthetic and emotional appeals
of Christian belief may be vividly felt by an unbeliever, who may
well reflect, without bemoaning, how strange it is "That with
this bright believing band / I have no claim to be." Hardy's
only complaint in that poem is that believers charge him with
preferring not to have the blessed things they believe in. "0,
doth a bird deprived of wings / Go earth-bound wilfully!"
Except for their misunderstanding of his attitude, he says he
would bear his shortcomings "with meet tranquility." It was
believers' lack of sympathy with him that he minded. He was
extremely sensitive to criticism.

* * * * *
What deeply troubled Hardy and, I think, sapped his power
as a novelist, was the conflict between his instinctive interest
in human nature and the rationalist view which he held of man's
utter insignificance in th.e Universe. It may be argued that this
proceeded from loss of belief. But a sense of man's importance
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in the universe is not essentially a religious belief, though it has
had much to do with assent to religious teaching. Church doctrines have ministered to it and were widely believed in so long
as that sense remained unshaken. With the shattering by scientific knowledge of the old conceptions of the world as made
for man, religious doctrines lost their hold upon many more
passive than active believers. Hardy was one of these. It was
the loss of the ancient assumption of man's importance which
disturbed him, not the loss of the creed which it had supported.
Therein, for Hardy, was the fatal hurt, and therein the resentment, as the poem "Hap" clearly shows. To one of his
personal sensitiveness the thought was unbearable. If of no
importance, why was man given consciousness? "0, the intolerable antilogy of making figments feel!" the Pities cry out in
The

Dyn~ts.

Hardy's sense of p'ersonal injury expanded into and recruited
itself from the misfortunes of others. He was not naturally
sympathetic; he viewed his fellows fronl without, but he studied
happenings to them in order to embody his indictment of celestial injustice. Had he been genuinely sympathetic he must have
been moved by the great flood of brave, hopeful feelings which
pulse irresistibly through life even at its most tragic moments,
and his own mood must have been affected by it. His plots
would have been less like traps. His characters would have
been more able to defy adversity of circumstances. Tess's love
for Angel Clare would never have been submerged by a sudden impulse to murder. Jude's unfortunate children would
never have been sacrificed to a theory foisted on one of them.
These dreadful things were perpetrated that the Hardy scriptures should be fulfilled, not that the readers of Tess of the
d'Urbervilles and Jude the Obscure should enter into the tragedies of life and through sympathy understand them more
abundantly.
Hardy was no psychologist. The Dynasts, regarded by many
as his greatest work, shows that. He saw the panoramic stage
of the Napoleonic wars; he was keenly alive to their superficial
aspects, the crucial events of battle, the near background of
court and political episode and popular commentary. But of
the profound issues of war, of its psychological aspects, of the
waste of moral and spiritual effort involved, he was unaware.
The Phantom Intelligences are not intelligent. Pity has no
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understanding. They watch the spectacle from a superior position, the Royal Box, as it were, of the vast theatre; but their
view is not fundamentally different from the view of the man
in the Pit. They are victims as he is of the temporary earthly
perspective. To them might have been given an impartial vision,
not of national divisions and hatreds, but of war as mankind's
universal enemy whose spiritual abomination consists in replacing the collaborating and complementary cultures of the various
peoples by the common aims, efforts, and methods of reciprocal destruction, making them all identical in nobility and folly,
in readiness to suffer and inflict ruin. The Ironic Spirit, so
familiar to Hardy, might have observed War's fantastic moral
alignments, how in each nation the forces for good are welded
into unity with the forces for evil and pitted against combined
good and evil in the enemy, a fatal reverse of the nornlal state
of things wherein the good sense and good feeling in all countries struggle to unite in lessening general stupidity and bad
feeling. That struggle is indeed immanent in human nature.
The Universal Will may be indifferent to it, but the Spirit of
the Years cannot be blind to the fact that the struggle has gone
on and persists, despite setbacks. More than that cannot be
said; but let it be said. Said, moreover, incessantly and with
cogency, not uttered casually, as a hope in a remote, miraculous possibility, as by the Chorus at the end of The Dynasts.
Tennyson's much derided "0 yet we trust that somehow good
shall be the final goal of ill!" is no worse than that.

*

*

*

*

*

All the qualities of Hardy's writing go to build up an impression of extraordinary substantiality, both of persons and scenes
described. His characters are most carefully and deliberately
observed; they are so obviously there before the reader's eye in
a bodily sense that it is only the critical reader who discovers
that they are not really alive. For these impressive beings are
not free agents. They are clanlped into a plot, the evolution of
which constricts them and denies them initiative. They move
passively through its intricacies and complications. They are
more like animat~d statues than living people. Hardy's language and grave manner of writing often seems suited to a
treatise upon statues: "The total dissimilarity between the expression of her lineaments and that of the countenances around
her was not a little surprising and was productive of hypotheses
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without measure as to how she came there." That is how Hardy
often wrote, and such writing carries enormous weight. Through
it the characters are felt to be personages of immense importance; and yet this feeling is belied by the discovery of their
impotence to escape from the toils of the plot. The plots,
generally, are extremely artificial. In designing them Hardy
used all the time-honored devices of the storyteller, hackneyed
themes in which freakish accidents and coincidences, beloved
of simple audiences, were hinges. Hardy had the simple man's
devotion to plot for its own sake, quite apart from his aim to
concoct a story which should show man as the victim of an
unjust Fate.
There is this note in the Life: "A story nlust be exceptional
enough to justify its telling. We tale-bearers are all Ancient
Mariners and none of us is warranted in stopping Wedding
Guests (in other words the hurrying public) unless he has
something more unusual to relate than the ordinary experience
of every average man and woman." This is virtually the principle of sensationalisnl; and Hardy's application of it in the
novels, what he judged to be exceptional enough to be worth
telling, shows that his taste was primitive, a taste for life in
terms of crude events determined by a conventional psychology,
unless we assunle that in constructing his plots he was not
guided by his own taste but was merely giving the hurrying
public what it wanted. It is true, of course, that Hardy was
concerned to please the public; he wanted success as a novelist
and he was eager to make money. The view stated more than
once in the Life that he was without worldly ambitions can
hardly be maintained. His readiness always to adapt his novels,
when they were first published as serials, to the conventional
standards of magazines can only have sprung from financial
considerations. His correspondence with publis'hers shows that
up to the last he was as keen as mustard where royalties were
concerned. But, on the other hand, the trend of contemporary
fiction in Hardy's day was towards a psychological treatment
of themes, and there is little doubt that if he had subordinated
incident to psychology, his reputation would have been greater
than it was, and his sales as profitable, if not more so.
It was the educated classes who first acclaimed his books,
and the reviews show that it was just the incongruous mixture
in them of a supposedly advanced intellectual metaphysic with
popular plot formulas of an old-fashioned type, that perplexed
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reviewers and delayed their recognition of him as a great writer.
It must, I think, be concluded that addiction to plot of a melodramatic kind was inherent in Hardy; that he, personally, was
not interested in the psychological side of experience, and followed his own bent in concentrating upon external action alone.
After all, he was bom and bred in the country, where the slow
monotony of daily life creates and fosters a relish fO'f exciting
incidents. The acuteness of his visual observation may well have
sprung, in a compensatory sort of way, from a deficiency of
psychological insight. Often his descriptions of people seem to
be the outcome of an unsatisfied curiosity. Read, fOf instance,
the description of Grace Melbury in The Woodlanders, as she
waits for Giles Winterborne in the marketplace of Sherton
Abbas. Hardy conceals the fact that he knows nothing whatever about her by ruminating about her physical appearance for
several hundred lines. Such unsatisfied curiosity has a compelling effect upon the reader; called upon to share in Hardy's
perplexity, he wants to go on reading. Grace Melbury becomes
extremely important as an unknown quantity.

*

*

*

*

*

As an artist, plot was his undoing, though in his skilful hands
it ran so smoothly that its improbabilities never snagged. Hardy
is always enlinently readable; his own genuine interest in his
characters communicates its~lf to his readers, and the very
faults of his style, even the scientific dreariness of language
which he sometimes indulges in, all lend themselves to a dominant impression of human nature as something rather inert, but
with a monumental kind of grandeur and irresistibly emphatic
and tragic, an impression which belongs to his whole outlook
on life.
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